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USER’S GUIDE FOR
STUDENTS

How to use an e-book for this
course
Using an e-book for learning is similar to studying from a
traditional paper e-book. If you are using an e-book reader
with one of the EPUB, MOBI, or PDF files, you can select
any text in this e-book and add annotation to capture your
immediate impressions of the readings and media.
You can keep this e-book for future reference in your
scholarly or professional work.

You will frequently see text in this e-book in a blue color.
These are hyperlinks just like you would see in a Web page in
typical Web browser. If your e-book device is connected to the
Internet, you will be taken to the resource by tapping on the
hyperlink.
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There are several resources in this e-book that link to a location
within the Granite State College online Library’s Discovery
Service. You may need to log in to the Discovery Service first
before the link will go directly to the resource.
The username and password for the GSC Discovery Service
is located in every GSC Moodle course in the Research Help
sidebar block, usually at the bottom.

Citations
Some of the key resources in this e-book include a conveniently
pre-formatted APA citation located in a shaded box like the
example below. Please use these citations in your writing in
discussion forums and in your final papers.

boyd, d. m. and Ellison, N. B. (2007), Social
Network
Scholarship.

Sites:

Definition,

Journal

Communication,

of

13:

History,

and

Computer-Mediated
210–230.

doi:10.1111/

j.1083-6101.2007.00393.x

When citing your sources in coursework, do not cite this
e-book or its author. Write your citations referring to the
original articles or media from which your positions are
based.

WHICH E-BOOK
READER?

If you prefer to download any of the e-book files for use on
your devices or computer, we recommend using one of the
following applications below so that you can use the note
taking features as you read.
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Mac: iBooks – If you are
using a Mac running one
of the most recent
operating systems (Mac
OS X Mavericks or later),
Use the EPUB file
you already have the
iBooks application in your
Applications folder. More
about iBooks can be found
on Apple’s website.

Windows: Use the

Amazon Kindle for PC
software if you prefer to
use an e-book reader.
Amazon Kindle: Kindle
devices use their built-in
software to read e-book
files. No extra software is
needed.

Use the EPUB file

Use the EPUB file

iPhone and iPad devices:
If you do not already have
this app, go to the App
Store on your device and
Use the EPUB file
download it for free. More
about the iBooks app for
iPad and iPhone can be
found here.
Computers and print:
Your computer is already
capable of opening a PDF
file, so you will not need
any extra software to open
a PDF.

Use the regular PDF for
your computer. If you
want to print out the
textbook onto hardcopy
paper, use the PDF-Print
version.
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How to use an e-book for this
course
Using an e-book for learning is similar to studying from a
traditional paper textbook but with some extra capabilities.
Using an e-book reader, you can select any text in the ebook and add annotation to it to capture your immediate
impressions of the readings and media.
You can do a search within the e-book to find things quickly.
You can keep the e-book for future reference in your
scholarly or professional work.

PART I

BEST PRACTICE

INTRODUCTION –
ABOUT VISUAL MEDIA
PRODUCTION

About This Course
The most important message for COMM505 students, at the
outset, is that this course is designed as an introduction to the
process of producing visual media. There are far more skills,
techniques, and strategies to know than what is covered in this
course, but your completion of COMM505 will prepare you
for whatever you encounter next.
If you were to pursue visual media production to an
intermediate or advanced level, you would be introduced to
a wider range of production project types and more in-depth
exploration of aesthetics, editing techniques, music selection,
graphic animation, and other elements that are common in the
media that you watch every day.

The emphasis in this course is about
establishing the kinds of habits and
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techniques that you can build upon if
you choose to pursue visual media
production further than the extent to
which this course is designed.

Put another way, think of this course as the process of building
a go-kart so that you may someday learn to construct a race car,
dragster, school bus, dump truck, or any other kind of vehicle
that may suit your needs or interests in the future. As you go
through this course, you are likely to realize that there is much
more that could be done in your projects than we are actually
doing, and this is intentional. As an introductory course, it is
designed to be limited.

Time Management
For those of you who have never done visual media production
before, it is likely that you will find the software and hardware
experience to be complex and time-consuming to deal with.
This is a normal feeling for your first encounter with the tools
and accessories for visual media production. Becoming
proficient in visual media production requires a lot of handson focus, trial and error, resilience, and patience. You will soon
discover that you will be spending a lot of time on something
that probably should not have taken that much time to create,
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but you “burned” the time anyway because you were so
immersed in it. This is perfectly normal, and it is also a habit
that will make your work improve very quickly.
The best resource you will have in this course will be your
instructor and your classmates. Be reassured that whatever you
are feeling as you apprehend the challenges of this course, your
classmates are feeling exactly the same way. Your instructor
has also gone through all of the same paces on their way to
becoming an expert in their field, just the same.

What’s at the End?
The promise this course presents to you is that, once you have
established the foundation skills to produce visual media using
Snagit and Camtasia, you will be able to grow at your own
pace to whatever degree of professional proficiency you desire.
Media production work is difficult. Few people are attracted to
the commitment that is required to become good at it. That is
why there are many people who are willing to pay visual media
professionals to do this kind of work so they do not have to.
Some students who take this course may choose not to
pursue it any further than an introductory-level, and that is
perfectly fine. If that is the case, one of the great benefits that
you will gain from completing this course is that you will have
the ability to interact with other visual media producers with
an understanding of how they do their work. You will be able
to interact and negotiate intelligently with them so that you
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can get the greatest value from your professional partners. This
holds true whether it is a one-time, for-fee relationship, or a
long-term formal business partnership.

THE PRODUCTION
PROCESS

The production process: The Basics
The production process is a term that describes the series of
steps that begin with initiating a project and concludes with
archiving the final elements for safekeeping. The use of the
word “production” is sometimes meant to include both the
production of elements (shooting or recording video/audio)
and “post-production” which is the creative work carried out
to assemble all the production elements together into a
coherent whole.
The number of steps in between project initiation and final
completion varies greatly according to the scale of the
production and the type of work being done. In this
introductory course, the production model presented below is
a basic representation of production, in general. You may find
a wide variety of other production models, but they will all
follow the same fundamental pattern as described below.

Project initiation
Project initiation occurs internally within a client’s business
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operation as a response to an emerging need. The
establishment of a sponsor and a production supervisor
precipitates the need to hire a media production professional.
Once the client’s specifications for the project and its budget
have been established, you will be called upon to provide your
creative services.

What do you need to know?

While you will not be directly involved in the internal
operations of your client’s business, it is important
for you to understand the structure of your client’s
operation so that you have a clear understanding of
who is involved in the project, hierarchically. You will
also need to know the names of the people who
are involved directly and indirectly to the project,
such as the names of the people that are involved
in approving an estimate and from whom you will
receive payment.
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Request for services / Request for
proposal (RFP)
A client will contact you with a description of the project and
request a proposal. In order to have a clear sense of the needs
and specifications for the project, you will need to convene a
discussion with the key stakeholders and decision makers so
that the details can be explored, definitively. Once you have
established what type of job it entails, you will produce an
estimate and submitted it to your client.

What do you need to know?

Your expertise in this phase centers around your
ability to translate your client’s interests and needs
into a clear concept of the final product. You will
need to understand both the production and postproduction process so that you can imagine what
the project requires, and then write a proposal that
accurately reflects the needs of the production.
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Estimate / bid
Producing an estimate requires deconstructing the proposed
project into its components, such as the amount of time
required to produce the final product, the material and human
resources you will need, the cost of consumables, and any other
fees or expenditures required to complete the work. There are
many other factors in an estimate to consider, but these are
the basics. Your estimate, of course, includes an amount
representing your fee for the amount of work that is being
done and the degree of complexity required to complete it.

What do you need to know?

Your expertise in this phase requires deconstructing
a project into the specific tasks, skills, and resources
needed to produce the product and how much time
is required to complete the project. You will need to
understand how much things cost both in material
and human resources. You will also need to be able
to explain to your client why things appear the way
they do so that they can agree with the figures that
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you have presented. In short, you need to be able to
“sell” the estimate.

Pre-production meeting
The pre-production meeting occurs between you, your client,
and anyone else who would be directly involved in the
production and post-production of the project. The preproduction meeting touches upon many topics, big and small,
including discussions about the types of materials and
techniques needed to produce the desired outcome. The most
important outcome of the pre-production meeting is a
schedule that describes each step of the production and postproduction process so that there is enough time for everyone
to do the work they are responsible to complete.

What do you need to know?

The pre-production meeting is a critically important
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conference because it determines how the work will
be carried out, what resources will be needed, and in
what order. Your skills in a pre-production meeting
will center on being able to imagine how a process
will take place as a narrative of events and respond
to them in a hypothetical context. You will need to
be able to converse with specialists using the
terminologies they use so that you can interrogate
how they plan to carry out their work.

Script / storyboard development
Some productions will have a script already written in advance
of production. Others may require writing the script in
response to research or information gathering as needed in
the project. A script is simply a text-based description of what
will occur in the visual media. A storyboard provides a
combination of both script information with visual references
to action, framing, composition, or transition. Some
productions include storyboarding in advance, but not all.

What do you need to know?
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If you are the writer or storyboard developer, you will
need skills in writing for media production. Writing
for on-camera or voiceover narration is a specialized
skill that is different from writing an essay or a work
of fiction. Creating a storyboard requires the ability to
imagine how the finished product will appear before
it even exists. You will need to be able to describe to
other people what your storyboard imagery means
as a representation of continuous action, and the
ability to explain why the spoken dialogue or
narration is constructed the way you have proposed.

Producing and gathering resources
Some material in a production may be produced through
recording video and audio. In which case, a production
schedule is established for the video and audio recording to
be completed. Some productions simply work with existing
material. In which case, time is needed to gather resources,
such as stock images, stock video, or stock music. Some
productions may require purchasing and installing software
or hardware to accommodate the needs of a particular
production.
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What do you need to know?

Shooting and recording video/audio media is a
specialist skill that is learned through guidance,
practice, and experience. If you only work in postproduction, it is still very important for you to
understand the production process so that you can
have a conversation with the production crew in
advance about critically important coverage (shot
angles, blank spaces for backgrounds, ambient
background sound, etc.). You may want them to
acquire the recorded material in a way that
anticipates your needs as the editor. If you are
working on a project using existing materials, such
as stock media, you will need to know where the
best material can be found, how it can be licensed
for use in your project, and how you can prepare the
media to look and sound its best when you put it all
together in your project.

Post-production: the first draft
Once all of the material elements have been produced and
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a script has been finalized, post-production begins. Postproduction is the process of assembling all of the elements
together within an authoring system and then exporting it into
a single self-contained video file for review.
The first draft in the post-production process–sometimes
referred to as a “rough cut”–is a significant milestone in the
project since it is the first manifestation of something that had
only existed previously in the abstract. The creative process
that goes into assembling the first draft is where many critical
decisions are made. It requires the expertise to take something
“on paper” and make it a “real thing” according to the strategic
intent of the media itself.
Clients always have a level of anxiety about seeing the first
draft since it can foster a sense of relief that the project will
work as intended. Or the client may become very concerned
that their project is not coming out as planned.

What do you need to know?

Producing the first draft of a video draws from the
essence of your creative skill. But there is more to
professionalism than simply being able to create a
video that looks good. You will need to guide their
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understanding of what you have produced, and why
you made the decisions that you made. If you are
fortunate, you will have the opportunity to present
the first draft to your clients in-person–always
negotiate for this scenario.

Producing revisions
Following the delivery of a first draft, a continuing revision
process will begin that involves conversation, negotiation,
experimentation, and compromise in order to produce a final
version that satisfies all of the stakeholders. There are no
conventions or rules about how many revisions are expected or
allowed before a final version is approved.
There are, however, time constraints that determine how
many rounds of revision can occur before a final decision needs
to be made so that the final master can be delivered on-time.
The media producer needs to keep the client informed about
the remaining time in the production schedule in order to
meet the deadline. There needs to be a clear understanding
that the revision process cannot go on indefinitely.
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What do you need to know?

The author of visual media must be able to accept
feedback

from

peers

and

clients

with

an

understanding that some recommendations are
feasible, worthwhile, and “on strategy” while other
recommendations may be unfeasible, beyond the
scope of the project plan, “off strategy,” unethical, or
irrelevant.
Each point of feedback must be responded to in a
way that is respectful of the client’s interests, but
also mindful of the scope of the project and the
interests of the viewer. More importantly, the author
must take into consideration that other people might
have really good ideas to contribute to a project that
requires your being open minded about them, even if
you do not agree with them.

Completing the final master
Some video work is edited in low resolution or with
placeholder content for the sake of expediency. Once the client
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has given final approval for a particular draft, completing the
final master will require additional refinement for it to appear
in its best resolution and rendered according to delivery
specifications. Completing the final Master may include:
• High-resolution re-rendering.
• Refining the audio mix to perfection.
• Cleaning up the timeline in the editing system to remove
any placeholders or junk.
• Setting up an output rendering configuration so that the
final master can appear in the best quality possible.

What do you need to know?

Completing the final master is more about perfection
then it is about creativity. If your client gives you
delivery specifications, you will need to understand
what they mean and how they affect the completion
of your master. For example, you may be required
to deliver a video file in a given file format using
a certain high-definition dimension, and a specific
bitrate for streaming media. Some delivery formats
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require adherence to specific standards for audio
sample rate or the overall loudness level of the
program itself.

Delivering the final product
The specifications for a particular project may require
delivering the final product in a particular format or
combination of formats. The final object itself may need to be
uploaded or physically delivered to a certain location.

What do you need to know?

Delivering the final product may be as simple as
uploading a file to a cloud storage repository or it
may involve coordinating with an intermediary that
serves as a distribution center for your client’s final
master. When you are first negotiating with your
client about the project, you should be able to ask the
right kinds of questions about how the final master
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will be delivered. You should not be trying to figure
this out at the last minute while you are close to a
delivery deadline.

Archiving The Project
Once a project has been completed, it is critically important to
clean up the project content so that only the necessary objects
are being archived for future reference. The game plan here is
that the person who retrieves the project from the archive at
some point in the future should be able to easily understand
how you organized your work. The labeling conventions
should be self-evident to anyone.
The use of the label “final” should only be used for objects
that are, in fact, final. Never label something “final” if it is
not actually final. There should never be multiple versions of
something called “final” such as “Final Master V1” and “Final
Master V2.” There should be no confusion as to which file is
the final master.

What do you need to know?
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Archiving a project is an extension of your approach
to organizing your project from the outset. You
should always operate under the assumption that
you will not be available to explain what is inside
your archive. Your organizing scheme and labeling
must accommodate the possibility that someone
who has no background about the project will have
to make sense of it.

COGNITIVE OVERLOAD

What is Cognitive Load theory?
Cognitive Load theory was developed to explain the
limitations of the human brain to process sensory information
(sight, sound, touch, smell, taste, etc.) when it encounters new
information. Implicit in this definition is an understanding
that a person’s longterm (or “permanent” memory) does not
require much cognitive effort to recall, but new information
requires a lot more cognitive effort to make sense of it.
The following video produced by 3 Minute Ed Theory
shows a visual description of Cognitive Load theory. It applies
Cognitive Load theory in an education context, but it is
equally relevant in professional communications.

One or more interactive elements has been
excluded from this version of the text. You
can view them online here:
https://granite.pressbooks.pub/
comm505/?p=148#oembed-1
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What is Cognitive Overload?
Cognitive overload is a phenomenological state where the
human brain has been overwhelmed with too much
information and is no longer able to effectively process
anymore sensory information into a coherent sense.
For example, you might be able to effectively process what
one person is saying to you, but if four people are speaking
to you all at once, you would fall into a state of Cognitive
Overload. You might experience Cognitive Overload if only
one person was speaking to you about a very complex situation
or topic that was unfamiliar to you. Even with only one person
speaking, the complexity of the information might become too
much for you to process because it was presented to you too
quickly.
When you produce visual media–in a file format, video
format, or interactive format–you must take into
consideration that your audience can only process a limited
amount of information at once, especially if your audience has
very little prior knowledge of the subject matter.
The following articles offer a variety of interpretations and
best practices for producing media that avoid cognitive
overload:
Cognitive Overload explained, in theory: “Reducing
Cognitive Overload For A Better User Experience” by Danny
Halarewich, September 9, 2016. Halarewich applies Cognitive
Overload in the Web design and user interface perspective.
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Read only through the theoretical sections. You may continue
through the Web design application sections if you are
interested. Otherwise, it is not required.
Cognitive Overload in video production: “Top
explainer marketing videos work by reducing ‘cognitive load’”
by Bruce McKenzie. McKenzie presents the basics of
Cognitive Overload within the context of marketing videos,
but his five points of advice can be applied just as well to other
types of videos.
An e-learning perspective: “7 Facts About Cognitive
Overload That Every eLearning Pro Should Know” by
Christopher Pappas, August 25, 2018. Pappas describes how
Cognitive Overload applies when creating interactive online
multimedia.

THE BASICS OF
COPYRIGHT, FAIR USE,
AND CREATIVE
COMMONS

Anything you find on the internet
is free, right?
As the saying goes, “Information wants to be free,” which
might lead you to believe that anything you find on Google
– the de facto global resource for seeking information – is
actually free. Google will serve all the information you need
at no cost, but when it comes to locating images to use for a
visual media project, do not presume that “free information”
also means “free images.”
Copyright rules, fair use, and the terms of Creative
Commons are complex, but if you know the basic rules, you
will be able to ask the right questions:
• Can I use a copyrighted image in my project?
• Is the use of certain copyrighted images permissible
under fair use?
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• How can something be both copyrighted and available
under Creative Commons licensing?
Even experienced authors of visual media wrestle with the
precise details about copyright. This chapter will introduce
you to the basics.

What is copyright?
Copyright laws were initiated in American constitutional
history as far back as the 1780s for the purpose of protecting an
author’s right to manage how their creative works were copied
and distributed. Since then, numerous laws have been passed
to refine the meaning of copyright and the terms upon which
an author’s rights can be extended.
For a full explanation of copyright, fair use, and Creative
Commons in text format (with illustrations), review
GCFGlobal.org’s webpage resource below and then watch
their video below.
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One or more interactive elements has been
excluded from this version of the text. You
can view them online here:
https://granite.pressbooks.pub/
comm505/?p=130#oembed-1

What is fair use?
As mentioned in the video above, fair use is an exception to
the rules of copyright, though what qualifies as fair use can be
tricky to understand. Review the resource below from Purdue
Online Writing Lab.
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What is Creative Commons?
Let’s say that you are on vacation in Yosemite National Park
and you woke up from your campsite and saw the most
beautiful sunrise coming through El Capitan. You took a
picture of it just as a bald eagle swooped down into the
framing. You captured a once-in-a-lifetime shot that couldn’t
be staged even if you tried.
Since you were the one who captured this image, you
automatically hold copyright to it even if you don’t apply to
register it through the federal U.S. Office of Copyright. But, in
a moment of magnanimity, you feel like the image ought to be
seen and used by others simply because you want your work
to be shared. As the owner of the photo, you can upload it
to a Creative Commons image repository and place a Creative
Commons license on the work so that it can be discovered and
used according to your wishes without placing a burden on the
users to apply for permission from you or arrange a licensing
agreement.
Creative Commons licensing does not remove, revoke, or
replace your copyright. It simply enables your work to be used
as you allow it to be. The video below explains Creative
Commons and the various terms that can be placed on media
that determine how others can use it.
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One or more interactive elements has been
excluded from this version of the text. You
can view them online here:
https://granite.pressbooks.pub/
comm505/?p=130#oembed-2

Resources to bookmark:
Throughout the course, you will use online resources to locate
visual media as part of your assignments. Please go through
each of these items and bookmark them for future use.
Image repositories:
• Unsplash – If you use an image from Unsplash, it is in
the Public Domain. It does not indicate this explicitly in
their license page because they do not want anyone to
use their images to create a competing service. Their
license description, however, is literally the same as
Public Domain usage. If you cite an image used from
Unsplash, always include the Public Domain
attribution.
• Flickr
• Iconfinder
• Google Images
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• Behance – Always check the license at the bottom right
corner of the image information. Some images are
portfolio pieces from actual commercial work the artist
was hired to perform. If the image appears to be part of a
commercial project (such as an obvious branding
element, logo, or product placement), it is not in the
Creative Commons – the copyright is owned by the
company that hired the designer even if the designer has
(errantly) placed a CC license on the work. When in
doubt, err on the side of caution.
• Creative Commons
Reverse image lookup – These are useful if you want to
check where an image originated from:
• Tineye
• Google reverse image lookup
Creative Commons Licensing – These links describe how
to use an image that is licensed for reuse without violating
copyright restrictions.
• CreativeCommons.org
• Granite State College’s Library Resource on Copyright
Basics – Be sure to review all of the tabs on this library
page.
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Demonstration videos (no audio)
on how to locate images in the
Creative Commons.

How to locate, download and attribute Creative
Commons images

One or more interactive elements has
been excluded from this version of the
text. You can view them online here:
https://granite.pressbooks.pub/comm505/?p=130

An example of attribution
formatting
The format for attributing copyrighted and Creative
Commons content, whether within the content itself or in a
Credits page or slide, follows a standard as shown below:
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1. Title – The title should be taken from the original
source.
2. Owner – The owner should be indicated exactly as it
appeared in the source.
3. License – The license should reflect the object’s status as
either copyrighted, Public Domain, or Creative
Commons. Be sure to capture the exact Creative
Commons license information from the original source.
4. Source – Include the URL. Alternatively, you could
hyperlink the name of the source if the composition can
accommodate a hyperlink. For example, if your work is a
PPT or PDF, you could type “…via Wikimedia
Commons” as the source. If your work is a video (which
cannot accommodate a hyperlink, then place the full
URL in the Credits page.

PROJECT
ORGANIZATION

Project organization
Project organization refers to the way you organize the
elements of your production on your computer. Everything
should be in one place and classified in folders so that the
elements and hierarchies are easily understood by anyone else
who may be involved in the project–now or in the future.
There are several reasons why this is considered a best
practice for professional work, most of which are selfexplanatory. If you produce a lot of projects over a short period
of time, you will need to keep the elements of one project
separate from another. If you are working on two or more
projects at the same time, you will need to keep the elements
for each project separate.
But perhaps the most important reason for project
organization has to do with the possibility that you may need
to pass your project to another person because of an
emergency or because you are pulled way to another project. If
a project is pulled out of archive to be revised at a future date,
you might not be the person who does the work.
In any of these situations, you would want the person who
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takes over your work to be able to walk right into the situation
and begin their work with the minimum amount of delay.
When your project elements are organized, you protect
yourself from the possibility of a project falling apart because
no one can understand heads or tails of how you put your
project together. You would not want someone to interrupt
you while you are busy with another project because you have
to explain how you assembled a project.

Method of organization
The method of project organization offered in this chapter is
only a starting point for you to develop a method that would
work best for you. Whichever way you organize your
production elements, it should immediately makes sense to
anyone who looks at it. Your method of organizing your
production elements should include the following folders (see
the examples at the end of the chapter):
• a folder for the project files
• a folder or the source elements
• a folder for special production files like Photoshop files
or other files used to process elements used in the master
project
• a folder for audio elements
• a folder for text documents like scripts or other reference
material
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• a folder for miscellaneous objects that are obsolete but
should be kept around for the record.

File naming protocol
Every file that you use in your production should be named
descriptively. If there are progressively new versions of the file,
a numeric iteration should be included after the name. If there
are elements that are obsolete or no good for whatever reason,
place them in a location that is clearly indicated as a place for
files that are no longer relevant to the production.
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The use of the term “final” should only
be used for elements that are, in fact,
final. No file should be named “final”
that is not actually final.
The use of the word “master” should
only be used for the object (or objects)
that are the actual deliverables.
There should never be a numeric
iteration of a file with the word “master”
in it. The final master is the final version.
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© 2020 Chaz Hutton. All rights reserved. Used with
permission

File naming no-nos
All files must be named. No files should have a default name
like “Untitled” or a string of numbers and letters generated
automatically by a recording device, like DSC000001.JPG
All file names should have some semblance of description in
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the file name, like “Smith Company logo.png.” No files should
have a name like “file.png” or “image.jpeg.”

File iteration protocol
The most important files in your collection of project elements
are your project files. Project files are the files that are generated
by the authoring system you are using to assemble the project.
Your project file has all of the composing work and references
to files in your project that were used in the creative work you
have done so far.

Great care must be taken to make sure
that your project files are kept in a
secure place with a backup copy
created at the end of your daily
session.

It is a best practice to make numeric iterations of your project
file whenever you have done significant changes to the prior
version. For example, let’s say that you work for an entire day
on a project and you save your project file with the name “Sales
Training V1”, meaning that this is the sales training
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production project, version number one. On your second day
of work, the first task you should do is open “Sales Training
V1” and perform a “Save as” command to create a copy of this
project file and save it with the name “Sales Training V2”.
There are two primary reasons for this practice. The first has
to do with the preservation of the first version of your work
in case your project file for version 2 becomes corrupted or
unusable. The second reason has to do with the possibility that
you may do some destructive edits to the work you did on the
first day that would be lost if you ever wanted to backtrack,
creatively, to a prior point in your work. At some point, you
may realize that the work you did on the first day was better
than the work you did on the second day. If you do not
preserve what you did on the first day, you have no way restart
your work from where you left off after day one if you needed
to
Keep in mind that the version iterations that you generate
for each subsequent project file is for your reference only. It
does not matter how many iterations you create of your project
file as you go through the process of producing the final result.
Creating iterations is for your own protection.
Once your project has been completed, you can append
your project file name with the word “final”, such as “Sales
Training V12 – Final”. This labeling practice will show anyone
who needs to review your project in the future that this is the
project associated with the master that was delivered to the
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client. The iterations also help other people understand your
creative progress throughout the term of the production.

Project backup protocol
Placing all of your production elements in one
location–presumably on your computer’s hard drive–presents
a single point of failure for your entire project. The best
practice for your day-to-day project work is to maintain an
updated copy of your project work on a separate device such
as a thumb drive, an external hard drive, or a cloud storage
location.
However unlikely it may be that a catastrophic event may
occur, if it ever does happen, you may have no recourse if
you have not followed these best practices. There may be
significant financial or even legal ramifications if your client
cannot meet a deadline because you are unable to retrieve your
project from an alternate location after a hard drive failure.

Project archiving
When a project has been completed, the contents of your
production folder should be cleaned up and prepared for
archiving in a safe location for future reference–preferably in
two separate archive locations in case your regular archive
location is vulnerable, such as on an external thumb drive.
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The following images are examples of project folders that
follow the best practices describe above.

Example: Simple project organization

This is the contents of a simple project folder. Note
that the Projects folder (for the project files) has an
underscore at the beginning so that it sorts at the
top of the alphabetical listing. This is not a
requirement, but it comes in handy when project
content becomes more complex, such as in the
second example.
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Example: Complex project organization

This is a more complex project. It contains a main
project and a couple of “sub-project” folders. The
main project required producing a separate video
(“FERPA Opening Video”) that was used as an
ingredient of the main project (“FERPA V8 – Final”).
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There were several collections of sources that
needed to be kept separate:
• The Documents folder contained the final
script

and

a

collection

of

compliance

documents supplied by the client which were
used as a reference when writing the script.
• The Exports folder is where the final
multimedia objects were sent from the
authoring system. In this case, the final
program was published in multiple formats.
• The Icons folder was created separately from
the Sources folder because there were an
unusually large amount of icons created for
this project. It seemed practical to keep them
separate

from

the

rest

of

the

other

miscellaneous sources, like images and screen
capture clippings.
• The Marketing Resources folder was created
since the Marketing department mandated
the use of specific images that had been
approved and licensed for use in this project. A
person viewing this project in the future might
need to know which images originated from
the Marketing department which ones were
retrieved from Creative Commons sources.
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• The Music Logo folder was another “subproject” that involved editing together several
audio clips to produce a single audio file used
in the introduction of the program. These were
kept separate from the voiceover audio files.
• The “zzNG” folder holds all of the old project
files and other elements that were not used in
the final project.

PART II

CLIENT RELATIONS

ABOUT CLIENT
RELATIONS

What is a Creative Service
Professional?
Why is there a section about client relations in a course about
visual media production? It is because business owners and
organizations don’t always have the time or skills to produce
their own visual media. So they hire a creative service
professional to do it for them.
Creative service professionals can be called by a variety of
titles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multimedia author
Video producer
Graphic designer
Animator
Production artist
Marketing designer
Broadcast designer
Content developer
Visual image developer
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Your role as a creative service professional may vary according
to the structure of your professional relationship with your
clients, the organization that you work for, or your occupation
as a freelancer. However, no matter what set of circumstances
under which you are operating as a creative service professional
for a client, you will always be working in a service relationship.

What is a Service Relationship?
If you are working according to an arrangement you have made
with another person or organization–whether for
compensation, as an intern, or as a volunteer–then you are
working in service for a client. Your client has the ultimate
decision-making power about what the deliverable will be and
how it will be used. Your job is to fulfill their request
according to clearly articulated specifications.
In contrast, if you are a business owner or department head
creating content for yourself or your own business, you are
your own boss. You do not report to anyone but yourself. This
is not a service relationship.
If you are operating in a service position for a client, it does
not mean that you are simply a servile “button pusher.” The
reason why you have been hired in the first place is because you
are perceived to be a communications professional in whatever
manner of communication media you produce. Your
responsibility as a professional is to help your client
understand how communication works effectively under the
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conditions described in their needs and implementation plans.
You are the communications expert and must provide your
client with the kind of guidance and advice that serves their
best interest, just like a financial advisor.
However, sometimes they will accept your guidance.
Sometimes they won’t. That is the negotiative nature of a
service position and you must come to accept its “bumps” as a
natural part of the work.

What is a Client?
We will refer to the entity for whom you are working as the
client, though there is more to the meaning of the word
“client” than just the individual person with whom you
communicate, day-to-day. The word “client” can also refer
collectively to the person or group of people for whom you
are working, and it can apply to people both within your
organization or external to it. A client can be defined as any (or
all) of the following (regardless of whether they are internal or
external relationships):
• The one person that is your primary day-to-day contact
within the organization that has hired you.
• The group of people to whom you are accountable
within the organization that has hired you.
• The collective hierarchical arrangement of people at the
organization that has hired you.
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The third item in the list above needs further explanation.
While you may be working with a primary client contact on
a day-to-day basis, they may be reporting upwards to a
supervisor or department group that you may never see. The
interaction with your client in the creative process may reflect
more than just that one person’s impressions or comments. It
may reflect what your client believes will be the impressions
of their supervisor or colleagues. Your understanding of this
arrangement may explain why your client makes certain
statements or revision requests, such as multiple versions for
review presentation. That is why you should ascertain your
client’s layers of accountability, if any, at the outset of the
project.

Discussions About Client Relations
The study of Client Relations within a course about visual
media production suggests that a successful creative service
professional is measured by more than just the product of
their work. It is, at least, measured by their ability to get work
done in collaboration with others. Client Relations is
fundamentally grounded in the discipline of interpersonal
skills in a professional setting. The discussions in this course
only scratch the surface of the larger realm of interpersonal
communication skills, which all professionals should endeavor
to improve.
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In the study of client relations and in
our discussions about specific
situations, it is important for students
to know that there are no perfect
answers for resolving conflict or
concerns.

As you will see, sometimes the best solution may be to do
nothing rather than responding in a way that interferes with
a larger goal or interest. Every situation must be addressed on
its own terms. The purpose of engaging in conversation about
these topics and situations is to bring about your awareness
of them as an integral part if your work. In the future, you
may study interpersonal communication, conflict resolution,
and other courses related to business, sales, and client relations
with specific strategies and techniques that go further than our
class discussions.
So for the sake of each discussion, we will assume the
following conditions
• You are a creative service professional.
• You have been hired by a client in a service position to
produce and deliver a visual media product according to
the specifications they have presented to you.
• You are a work-for-hire service provider, which means
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that once you deliver the final product, your work is
done. You do not hold any copyright or royalty interest
in the final product.

CLIENT RELATIONS "ON HOLD" VERSUS
"BOOKED"

Your Status as a Hired Professional
There are a variety of ways that businesses go about hiring a
creative service professional for for-hire contract work. This
chapter describes a typical series of steps that pertain to your
hiring status, and then describes a conflict where you must
consider the options for responding.

What Do “On Hold” and “Booked”
Mean?
The hiring process begins when a client contacts you to say
that they want to put you “on hold” to do a job, pending some
other scheduling or budgetary decisions. The rules for being
put on hold can vary from client to client and from region to
region. Different Industries may use different terms, so if you
are unsure of the meaning of their particular term, you should
ask.
Being put on hold means that the client has the right to
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reserve your availability to do work for them before anyone else
can put you on hold. But you are not officially hired yet!
Once you are placed on hold, you are not officially hired
until they confirm that they want to hire you. Once they
confirm, you are now “booked.” They are obligated to pay you
for the days that they hired you, unless they have articulated
an alternative arrangement. Commensurately, it would be
unethical for you to book yourself for more than one client for
the same time slot.
Some bookings may require you to sign a contract, though
some industries simply offer you a verbal commitment. Once
you are booked by a client, you must contact any other clients
who had previously put you on hold and advise them that you
are no longer available.

What is a “Kill Fee”?
A “kill fee” is a fee paid by the client if they reneg on a booking.
There are no conventions for the amount a client must pay as
a kill fee, which is why this is a topic that must be brought
up once a booking has been made. The amount you agree
to should take into account the lost opportunity for you, as
the media producer, to be hired by another client, but not
so high that it compromises goodwill between you and your
client. Sometimes situations arise unexpectedly and a mutually
agreeable solution should be made.
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Client Relations Scenario
A client puts you on hold for five days. Later, a second client
asks you if you are available for two of those same days. You tell
the second client that you are already on hold for those days
with another client, but if they release you, you will contact
them as soon as possible.
Later in the week, the second client contacts you and says
that they want to book you those two days and request that
you contact your first client to see if they can release you from
those two days.
You contact your first client and state that you have another
client who wants to book you on two of the five days during
the week you have been put on hold.
The first client decides they want you for all five days, so
they book you for all of them. You then call the second client
to explain that the first client has booked all five days and that
you are no longer available for the two days they wanted to
book.
Later, when the job with the first client begins, they tell you
after the third day of work that they do not need you for the
last two days of the week, and that you do not have to come in.
You explain that they had booked you for five days, which was
a financial commitment on their part. The client responds by
stating that will not be paying for the remaining two days since
they don’t need you for any further work.
You explain to them that you already turned away work
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from another client for those two days because they booked
all five days, not three. Your client simply states that you are
released, and that is the end of it. You call your second client
and discover that they have booked someone else and you
cannot recover the two days that you were booked for by the
first client.
In summary, you were booked for five days which caused
you to turn away work from another client. Your first client
reneged on the five days they committed to hire you. You lost
two days of billable work because of this.

Response
How should you respond in this situation? Consider the
following:
How do you know whether your client adequately
understood the meaning of the terms “on hold” and “booked”
when the original booking was made? Who is responsible for
affirming this mutual understanding? Who is at fault if this
misunderstanding occurs?
In resolving this situation, what are your goals? Keep in
mind that they did, in fact, hire you for three days and appear
to be satisfied with your work. Is it more important, as a goal,
to get paid in full for all five days, or to resolve the issue to
sustain the working relationship?
What steps do you propose take to achieve your goal?

CLIENT RELATIONS THE ART OF THE
ESTIMATE

The Art of the Estimate
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the concept of
producing an estimate for proposed work so that it aligns to
what you intend to actually bill them for when the job is
completed.
In truth, it isn’t always clear how much time and resources
it will actually take to complete the proposed work because
unanticipated issues can arise. The best anyone can do is to
make their best guess according to their experience and what
seems to be appropriate according to convention. And this is
where producing an estimate that “looks right” can be tricky.
For example, a client may have produced other projects
similar to the one they are proposing to do with you. If this
is the case, they may already have a sense in their mind of
how much it should cost to produce the proposed product.
Therefore, your estimate (and the final billing) should be
consistent with an appropriate cost to produce the proposed
product.
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What is an Estimate?
Some, but not all, visual media projects require producing an
estimate (sometimes referred to as a bid) to describe all of
the costs related to producing the product you will produce.
The estimate should include the cost of consumables (things
that you must buy that are used exclusively in the production
process) and the cost of your labor (your fee).
There are other details to consider in an estimate, such as
the cost of equipment you must rent, special applications or
plugins, sub-contractors, transportation/postage, meals for
clients during editing sessions, and a contingency amount (a
small percentage of the overall estimate) to reserve for overages.
For the sake of simplicity, we will set aside those details to
focus on the one aspect of the estimate which is perhaps the
most important: your fee.

Your Fee
The fee for your work can be charged hourly or by the day.
There are no hard and fast rules to operate one way or the
other, but there must be a clear understanding up front with
your clients about which method you intend to use as you
proceed through the job.
For example if you charge a day rate, the expectation is that,
from the client’s perspective, you will be working on the
project for the entire day that you are booked, and that you will
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only bill them a day rate under those conditions. You would
not, for example, bill the client for an entire day if you only
worked five hours. It is your responsibility to track your hours
to make sure that you are in compliance with what has been
agreed to, one way or the other.
And this leads us to a discussion about what would be
considered fair in a situation that is slightly unusual.

Client Relations Scenario
The client has asked you to produce a project that sounds very
interesting to you because it would improve your portfolio.
However, the techniques required to complete this project are
a little bit beyond your current skill set. You don’t want to
decline this job just because you need to learn something new.
So how do you approach producing an estimate for a job
that you know will take longer than it would normally take if
you already had the skills to produce the desired results?

Response
If it would normally take someone with more advanced skills
only two days to produce the final product, how many days
of work do you put into your estimate knowing that it will
take you four days because of the skills you need to learn and
practice?
In your decision, consider that the client will be gaining the
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benefit of you having worked double the amount of time to
complete the project. Shouldn’t they pay some part of the time
it takes for you to produce it as you learn new skills? Or should
you exclude the cost of learning new skills from your estimate?
Also, should you disclose to your client that you are learning
something new in this job, or keep it to yourself? What are the
risks of disclosing the details of this situation to your client?
What are the risks in not disclosing it?

CLIENT RELATIONS WHO IS IN CHARGE?

Who is in charge?
When you are working for anyone other than yourself, you
are operating as a service provider. If, however, you were an
executive in charge of the production, you could make all of
the decisions required to complete the work at your own
discretion.
Working in a service position for a client means that the
power to make decisions about the content is not always in
your hands. You will be reliant upon other people to make
executive decisions and to provide you with the resources you
need to complete the product.
However, problems can arise when there are conflicts
between the protocol in an organizational structure and the
protocol in a project structure.
For example, as the creative media producer, you will be
reliant upon the contributions of stakeholders to approve and
refine the final product, such as:
• Reviewing works-in-progress for feedback.
• Providing precise edits to the voiceover script and on-
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screen text.
• Approving choices in music or other aesthetic elements.
• Reviewing branding elements (logos, colors, layout, etc.)
for usage compliance.
When there is a deadline for completion, receiving timely
feedback is critically important o that you have enough time to
address the comments and make the edits required for drafting
another revision.
What happens if a client does not do their part and sits on
a work-in-progress draft for days and days without providing
you with any feedback?

Project authority versus organizational
authority
Creative media producers and their clients need to be on the
same page about the difference between project authority and
organizational authority.
Organizational authority is the hierarchical scheme of
day-to-day accountability built into the staffing structure of an
organization. Every staff member reports upwards to a person
who, in turn, is accountable upwards to someone else. Under
normal circumstances, a person in higher authority can direct
a person under their supervision to perform tasks with an
expectation that the directives will be swiftly carried out
according to the supervisors wishes.
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Sometimes, however, media production projects require a
temporary reconfiguration of the lines of authority so that it is
possible for work to actually get done. This is to say that media
production projects require overriding the organizational
authority structure because of the absolute deadline-driven
nature of media production. Under these circumstances, a set
of project authority rules should be proposed and
implemented as the basis for assuring that milestones are met
in the production process and that the final product can be
delivered on time.
Project authority is a temporary project-based
realignment of the lines of accountability so that conflicts
between organizational authority and project authority do not
cause log jams or missed deadlines. While project authority
may temporarily override organizational authority, it would
only occur according to the needs of a given project, and would
expire at completion.

Why is project authority needed?
The rationale for even suggesting the implementation of a
project authority scheme is because it is unnatural for
individuals in executive or management positions to prioritize
requests for their attention or to produce information when
the request comes from a subordinate, especially when a
person is normally in a service position.
Indeed, suggesting that the media production person ought
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to hold some kind of authority position over management or
executives may cause friction–especially if the people who are
involved in the project have not had prior experience with the
process of media production.

Proposing a project authority scheme
There is no singular way to propose a scheme of project-based
accountability to your client, but there are certain axioms of
project-based accountability that you will want to articulate
to your client in advance so that individuals in a higher
organizational position than yourself will understand the
special context of your communication.
Accordingly, your clients should understand that their
timely participation is an integral part of the project being
completed:
When milestones have been established for project
completion, it will be expected that works in progress
will be reviewed by stakeholders in time for the media
producer to respond to their feedback and produce the
revisions to meet deadlines. This will prevent
unexpected idle time spent waiting for information and
late nights doing work that could have been done
during the day.
When there are situations where the only way to
move forward in the project is if someone in high
position in the organization provides a document or
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some sort of resource, there is an expectation that the
request for those resources will be responded to in a
timely way, even if the person requesting it is a
subordinate.
Your client should tactfully convey this information to their
superiors so that it is understood that the media production
person is operating under a set of circumstances that
supersedes the usual organizational accountabilities.
Your client should also explain to you how to contact them
in situations where individuals are not responding to your
requests (also known as “recourse”). It is critically important
that a path of recourse is established in advance so that if you
are not receiving the responses you need to continue working
forward to meet deadlines, you know exactly how to initiate
resolving it.

Client Relations Scenario
You are working with a vice president who is hierarchically
above you in the organization. This person is the only one who
has a particular document that you need in order to complete
an element of your on-screen graphics (such as a chart or some
statistics).
You have requested that they submit this document to you
many times over the past few days and they have not
responded. The deadline is approaching, and you are certain
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that, once you receive the information, you will spend several
hours rendering this new information into the video.

Response
With whom should you speak, and how should you phrase the
situation? (Describe exactly what you would say).
What is your goal in this situation? What kind of situation
are you trying to avoid?

CLIENT RELATIONS MANAGING REVISION
REQUESTS

Managing revision requests
Every media production project includes some degree of
revisions. Some projects are simple and only require one or
two rounds of review and revision in order to reach its final
state. Other projects must go through numerous layers of
client review and approval, or the project may be so large that
approvals can only be issued for one section at a time.
If you are working with a team of people on the client side,
you may find that each of them has their own opinion about
how the product can be improved. Ordinarily, this would seem
like an excellent situation: everyone contributing to make a
product as good as it can possibly be. But this is not necessarily
so.
There are some instances where members of the client team
may have a personal interest in the product turning out a
particular way. They may approach you with the number of
suggestions and feedback. Are you obligated to respond to
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every person’s suggestions, a select few people, or one specific
person? How do you respond to this?

The chain of command
If you are working with a client where there is a team of people
involved in producing the final product, you will need to
establish a protocol with your primary point of contact about
who has the authority to communicate with you about
feedback and revision requests. At face value, it would seem
that the main reason for this protocol has to do with respecting
organizational accountability structures, but there is a more
important reason for this.

When an estimate is presented to a
client and negotiated to an agreed
upon contract, all parties are obliged
to abide by that agreement unless
there has been an exception made at
some point along the way. This is why
it is important to control the channel of
communication between the client and
the media producer.
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For example, if the media producer responded to every revision
request from every member of the client team, it is possible
that some of the requests would exceed what was agreed to in
the original contract, or the revisions might take the project
into an unauthorized creative direction that is “off strategy.”
Some requests might require recording additional voiceover
or video coverage, extra rendering time that uses up your
budgeted labor, or licensing costs for a copyrighted element.
These potential budget overages must be controlled by a
single point of contact on the client side. It is your
responsibility, as the leader of the media production project,
to ask the question, “Who has the authority to provide me
with feedback and revisions as we refine the work-in-progress
to completion?”

Client Relations Scenario
In this scenario, the name of the contact for whom you are
responsible is named Mary. Mary is the one who approved the
estimate for the job and she is the one who reports on the
work-in-progress to her department team and supervisor.
Another member of the team, Joe (a writer), is inspired to
create an alternate version of the video you are producing with
a slightly different script and edit. In listening to Joe’s idea, you
think that Joe’s idea is very clever. You would love to produce
the alternate version too, but it is clearly beyond the scope of
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what was estimated and it seems as though Joe’s idea was not
run by Mary before contacting you.

Response
What do you say to Joe that respects his creative energy and
initiative without appearing to throw cold water on a good
idea?
How do you approach communicating to Mary about this
situation without getting Joe into trouble?

CLIENT RELATIONS DEFENDING THE
CREATIVE

Defending the creative
During the collaborative process of revisions, you and your
clients will be exchanging ideas about how to improve the
work and which creative options should be explored. You will
often work with people who have little or no experience in the
kinds of visual communication that you create. After all, that
is why they hired you!
Under these conditions, it is not unusual for your clients to
propose ideas that, in your experience, would not work very
well for the goals of the project, or which simply do not work
as an optimal form of communication. This can sometimes
put you in an awkward position where you have to persuade
your client not to pursue an idea that they have just proposed.
And sometimes clients can take responses to their suggestions
very personally.
How do you approach these kinds of situations? How do
you defend the creative integrity of the product without
irritating your client?
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A matter of perspective
Engaging with your client when these types of situations arise
requires considering several strategies. Each strategy is based
upon communicating with your client from a certain
perspective. There are no hard-and-fast rules for which
communicative perspective to take under all conditions. You
may choose to use one of them, or a combination of several:
From your professional perspective: If your client
proposes an idea that, in your opinion, isn’t going to
work (for whatever reason), you can simply state that,
from your professional opinion, it isn’t a good idea.
In other words, you would be saying to your client, in
essence, “It doesn’t work because I say so.” Believe it or
not, even though this sounds arrogant, there are some
instances where taking this perspective as you engage
with your client would be a viable option.
Taking this approach largely depends on your
individual relationship with your client, your status as
a professional in the industry, and the circumstances
under which the revision decisions are being made. In
order for this strategy to feel appropriate (from your
client’s perspective) they would have had to establish
a high level of trust with you over time to the extent
that they are comfortable with you making executive
decisions.
You might also need to take an executive approach if
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there is an immediate deadline and decisions need to be
made quickly and definitively, and your client explicitly
requests this kind of leadership from you under the
circumstances. In very rare instances, there may be
situations where your high status as a professional
allows you to call the shots simply because you are who
you are. It is fair to say that there are very very few
professionals who occupy this level of status!
From the perspective of the audience: If your
client proposes a bad idea, one strategy could be to
explain to your client how the video will be perceived by
the audience. In order for you to speak effectively from
this perspective, you would need to develop the ability
to see your visual media from an objective perspective
(or a perspective other than your own), such as the
audience’s perspective in whatever demographic or
status they may have.
From the perspective of the context of
engagement: If you are aware of the set of
circumstances under which the video will be
encountered by the audience (in other words, the
context engagement), you may explain to your client
how their proposed revision might be perceived as
inappropriate by the audience, given the set of
circumstances of their engagement with it. For example,
your client may suggest adding a certain humorous
element to the video, though the audience might
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consider humor as inappropriate or offensive according
to the context under which the video will be
encountered. Using humor can sometimes be very
risky.
From the perspective of convention: If the kind
of visual media that you are producing fits into a certain
genre of similar media, there may be an expectation
from the audience that your production will be similar
to other videos in the same genre. If your client wants
to deviate from the conventions of a certain genre of
visual media, there is a risk that the audience will be
disoriented.
For example, if you are creating a video that demonstrates
how to perform a certain task, there is a certain expectation
from the audience that the video will show each step
sequentially with a certain tonality and pacing. What if your
client suggests that it might be interesting to do something a
little bit offbeat just to make it different than the usual dry
demonstration video? Your strategy here could be to explain
that the product is, by convention, an informative video, not
entertainment. To go “off the beaten path” risks alienating the
audience, who may be wondering what we are taking such an
unconventional approach.

Client Relations Scenario
In this scenario, you are creating a video that will be shown at
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a corporate presentation where the entire organization will be
in attendance, both in-person and virtually. The video centers
around the president of the organization describing the past
years’ progress and growth strategies for the next three years.
The president happens to have a particular passion for
presidential politics. She decides that she would like to add
a new section in the video that describes how beneficial it
would be if everyone in the organization supported a particular
candidate for president since, in her opinion, it would be
advantages for the organization.
There are no regulations in the business that prohibit
advocating for any particular political position, so the
president is not violating corporate policy. There isn’t
anything in the political content she is proposing that
contradicts the message or purpose of the video. However,
you feel that there are several potential risks by including this
information in the video, given its purpose, context, and mode
of delivery.

Response
What risks can you identify in this situation if a political
advocacy component were added to the corporate strategy
presentation video?
How would you approach communicating with your client
about these risks to persuade them not to do this? What
alternative would you suggest instead?

CLIENT RELATIONS ABUSE, EXPLOITATION,
AND GRAFT

Responding to unethical client
behavior
Working in a creative services position involves interpersonal
communication with your clients. Naturally, this can lead to
awkward situations where you might be unsure how to
respond.
For example, it is normal for your clients to offer feedback
on your work–but it might not always be conveyed to you
politely and collegially. In fact, some clients may react quite
intensely to your work. What is the difference between intense
but constructive client feedback and abusive feedback?
Another aspect of your work typically includes maintaining
a sense of goodwill between you, your organization, and your
clients. You want them to enjoy doing business with you, and
sometimes it takes more than just doing good work to keep
them coming back. Sending them movie or game tickets,
taking them out to nice lunches, and offering other perks can
keep you at the top of the list against your competitors. But
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what if this arrangement goes a bit further to the point where
your clients exploit your goodwill as an invitation to ask you
for uncomfortable favors?
Finally, clients are well-aware that, as the sponsors of each
project, they get to “call the shots.” That is part of their
executive privilege as the stakeholder. If a client is paying for
everything in the production, are there any limits to the tactics
employed to carry out the production? Sometimes, a client
may ask you to participate in something that seems unethical,
which may put you in a bind.

Uncomfortable situations
You may encounter situations where a client sees the
configuration of their business relationship with you as an
opportunity to take advantage of their leverage. Here are some
examples.
Heated interplay: When you are working with a
client, it is not unusual for the interplay between
yourself and your client to become passionate, or even
heated, with an understanding that this engagement is
an expression of creative energy. The tone of the
dialogue should not to be taken personally. But what
does it mean when the creative passion starts to become
embellished with foul language and abusive tonality? Is
this still “creative energy” or is it something else?
Exploiting the cost of working meals: There is
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a professional understanding that when you and your
client are working together on a project, you will pay
for the cost of any meals for your client while you are
working. There should be a line item in the budget to
pay for all of this, so ordering in meal deliveries would
be accounted for in advance. What would you do,
however, if your client asks you to order extra meals so
that they can take them home for themselves or have
them sent to other people who are not part of the
production?
Unethical use of the project budget: When a
project is first proposed and your client asks you for
an estimate, you may be asked to add more money in
certain categories and less money in other categories
based on the unique needs of a given project. But what
do you do if your client tells you that they want you
to increase the budget by a substantial amount so that
they can include enough to pay a monthly installment
for a personal loan that has nothing to do with the
production?

Putting up with it, or standing your
ground
Abusive engagement: Some people have more or less
tolerance for being spoken to in a tone bordering on abusive
depending on the personality of the person they are working
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with, how well the person is known, and (unfortunately) how
important this client is for your business’s profitability. Your
response to this kind of situation should take into
consideration the balance between your dignity as a
professional and the viability of your business. Some work
cultures are more contentious than others. Military boot camp
culture is quite different from non-profit human services
culture.
Does this mean you should allow yourself to be subjected to
this kind of treatment simply because that is the nature of your
client’s culture? That is a decision only you can make: Is it
intended to be personal, or is it just part of a culture you find
unsavory? Can you grin and bear it for the time being, or is the
irritation causing a substantially negative effect on you?
If you feel that your client is receptive to feedback on your
working relationship, you have the option to propose that you
prefer a certain type of dialogue instead of another. Your skills
in interpersonal communication with business clients is a form
of professional wisdom you will cultivate over a long period of
time, often in partnership with a mentor to help you approach
each situation on its own terms. That is why it is important to
participate in a community of professional practice so that you
have peers to share your experiences with and seek their advice.
Exploitation of goodwill: Every situation has variables
that determine whether the breach of goodwill is a
misdemeanor or something that you feel you must bring up as
a factor in continuing to do business.
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You may be better off just letting it go if the cost of your
client’s indiscretion is relatively minor. If you were to do
business with this client again, you might take this factor into
consideration as you put together your next estimate or bid.
There may be other situations where you really don’t have
much of a choice. If you work in an organization as a staff
member and have been assigned to serve a specific client, your
only recourse may be to escalate the issue with your supervisor.
But if you are working on your own, then the decision must be
on your own terms.
Unethical requests: Again, every situation has variables
that determine what your course of action should be. If you
are in a position where you have no one else to whom you can
escalate a situation, you will have to think quickly.
Your challenge will be: How do you communicate to your
client about how you feel without accusing them of something
that might be construed as an unwillingness to do any business
with them (yes, these things can get complicated)? There are
two options to consider if they ask you to participate in
something that is unethical.
1. In a conversation with your client, identify what you
believe appears to be a questionable situation. The key
word in this strategy is the word “appears,” since you
could be completely incorrect about the situation. If
your interpretation is, in fact, correct, you have not
directly accused anybody of wrongdoing. In either case,
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your client has the option to correct the situation
without much further conflict.
2. Explain to your client that there appears to be a situation
that might bring attention from someone else to whom
you are accountable. Your goal in bringing up the
situation is to seek clarification in case you need explain
the situation internally.
The outcome of these encounters may move the situation into
a better place, or it might not. You have, at least, brought the
situation to light.

Client Relations Scenario
You are working on two jobs simultaneously with the same
client. The first job is just about to be completed and the entire
budget has been used.
However your client asks you to send a shipment of
production elements to another location using an overnight
courier at a cost of over $100. There aren’t any more funds in
the budget for this shipment. So your client advises you to ship
the elements and put it on the budget of the of the second job.
How should you respond to this situation?

Response
In your response, consider the following:
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Is the dollar amount in this situation even worth being
concerned about, given the overall scope of the project?
Should you just let this go? Or are there other risks that could
emerge by agreeing to it?
Is it possible that this maneuver isn’t even considered
unethical? How would you know?

CLIENT RELATIONS YOU JUST SCREWED
UP!

(You have caused) A catastrophe!
Any profession that relies on technologies is prone their
vulnerability. Things break, things go wrong, systems fail. It
happens. Sometimes catastrophes occur through no fault of
your own; other times things go wrong precisely because of
your own mistakes.
In the rare instance that you are in the midst of a deadlineintensive project and a catastrophe occurs due to your own
mistakes, what do you say? How do you handle the situation?

Making the phone call you don’t want
to make
Under the worst of circumstances, there will come a time
when you realize that there is no way that you can recover
from a catastrophic situation in a way that does not affect
your client. For example, if you do your daily project work
and then make a backup copy of it every day, then if your
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computer crashes and you lose everything on your hard drive,
you have a backup copy ready and waiting. All you need is
another computer to work on. Your client will never know that
you just lost an entire hard drive’s worth of data.
But what about situations where you have no backup?
(There should NEVER be a situation where you have no
backup. But for the sake of discussion, let’s continue.)
You will have to make a phone call to your client to explain
the situation. What communication strategies should you
consider?
Your options depend on whether it is possible in any way
to recover or reproduce the work that you had produced up
to that point. For example, if you had original digital video
files taken directly from the video camera and they were all
destroyed because of a hard drive crash, and you had no
backup, then it would be impossible for you to recover the
status of your video project up to that point because you
cannot reshoot the video. (This is an extremely rare scenario,
but in the days of shooting film onto film negative stock, there
have been instances where all of the content of the film rolls
was lost in the development process due to accidental
exposure. With digital files that can be copied in a matter of
minutes, there is no excuse for total loss.)
However, if you still had all of the original video files but
you lost the project file that you used to edit it all together,
you could, in theory, reproduce the status of the project at the
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point at which you left off. It would take some very long hours
to do this, but it could be done.
Once you have made some kind of determination of a
project’s recoverability, how should you go about
communicating to your client about what happened and what
you plan to do about it? Here are several points to consider:
Be direct: When you speak with your client about
the situation, be direct and concise. Explain that a
catastrophic event occurred that caused a loss in the
progress of the work up to that point.
Can the deadline still be met?: Your client does
not want to know all of the details about how this
problem occurred at this point (maybe later). Right
now, your client is thinking that the final deliverable
will miss the deadline. You need to explain whether the
deadline can still be met. If the deadline can still be met,
explain to your client that the deadline will still be met,
but that some time will be needed to recover the loss of
progress up to that point. State that you are committed
recover the loss of progress as quickly as possible. Try to
impart the feeling in your client that nothing will change
except for a temporary delay while you recover the work.
No excuses; no blame: Your client does not want to
hear any excuses. Your client does not want to know all
the details about what happened. Your client does not
want to know who’s fault it was. All your client wants to
know is when can they pick up where they left off. Promise
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them that you will provide them with a progress report
at a specific day and time, and then stick to it. Resist the
temptation to tell the story of what happened. They do
not want to know.

What to expect as a reaction
As you explain the situation, you can expect a range of
reactions from your client.
If you have presented the situation concisely and have
explained that nothing significant other than a delay in the
work-in-progress will occur, there is a good chance that your
client will be annoyed but not be too alarmed. They, in turn,
will have to explain to their colleagues and perhaps their
supervisor that there will be a delay, which might be
embarrassing for them. But if you have committed to
providing a status report, your client can state to their
colleagues and supervisor that an update is forthcoming.
There is also the possibility that your client may yell at you
and even say some nasty things. You might not like being on
the receiving end of this treatment, but considering the totality
of the situation, the best advice is to remain respectful and
just let your client speak. Admit that it was your mistake, take
responsibility for it, and continue to promise that you will
make good on recovering the project. You may need to develop
a thick skin for these kinds of engagements–they are certainly
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not pleasant. But you should be prepared to manage them as
well as possible.
You can demonstrate your professionalism by how you
manage catastrophe just as well as you can demonstrate
professionalism by doing excellent creative work on-time and
on-budget.

Client Relations Scenario
A storm rages across your city and the roof in your production
studio springs a massive leak. The leakage destroys your
computer and its hard drive.
You are about 3/4 of the way complete with the project, and
you have a backup copy of the project and all of its elements,
but it is about two days’ worth of work out-of-date. You are
able to recover the most recent work-in-progress video that you
shared with your client, so you have a reference for rebuilding
the project again from scratch. However, it will take you about
48 hours of non-stop work to catch up.

Response
In this situation, what are your options? If you hire someone
to help with rebuilding the project, you will not make a profit
on the job. If you work for 48 hours straight, you will burn out
or possible make some serious errors.
Which option would you chose, or are their other options?
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What would you say to your client, given that this was an “Act
of God”?

CLIENT RELATIONS WORKING WITHIN THE
BUDGET

An estimate is an estimate
When you put together an estimate for a job according to a
set of specifications and deliverables, the understanding is that,
under normal circumstances you would invoice your client for
the amount that you have estimated–give or take a little here
and there. An estimate is, after all, an estimate: a prediction of
labor, material, and service costs based on one’s best guess.
Sometimes situations arise unexpectedly that can cause
certain expenses to go over what was estimated. But not all
overages are the same, nor are they all managed the same way.
For example, what is the difference between an overage caused
by, say, additional shipping expenses compared to an overage
caused by your client asking for work to be done above what
was agreed to in the estimate? What if you decided to
experiment with a new technique on your own and ended up
committing several days more work than you estimated?
What are your strategies for communicating with your
client about these overages?
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Working within the budget
Since you were the person who submitted the estimate
according to the specifications, it is your responsibility to
inform your client when a situation arises that threatens your
ability to adhere to budgetary constraints. You must always
advise your client in advance of making expenditures that are
over budget so that they may make the decision to commit
to the overage or not. You cannot advise your client about
overages after the expenditures, in either material or labor
expenses. Otherwise, you will end up eating those costs
yourself.
Before inquiring further about this issue, it is important to
identify the different types of overages that can occur because
some overages are handled differently than others. For
example, if you have allocated $250 for consumables (objects
that would be used specifically for a project and not reused)
and your client requests, say, an additional disk drive purchase
for a duplicate backup, you would advise your client that this
would be an expense above what has been allocated. They may
give you verbal approval for this new expense (as opposed to
requesting a new estimate) because this is a relatively minor
expense. They would therefore expect to see that overage
indicated when you send your invoice at the end of the job and
they would not dispute the cost.
What about a situation where they ask you to go into a
different creative direction that requires additional labor than
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what you had originally estimated? What if your client asks
you to create two versions of the final master, such as a final
master and then an alternate version with a different scene in
it? How do you handle this kind of situation?
From a business standpoint, your response should always be
positive. You always want the additional business. However,
you must make it clear to your client through direct
communication (preferably in a form that is documented,
such as in an email) that what is being asked for is above the
specifications for the original estimate. In short, your response
should be stated something like, “I’d be glad to put this
together for you. Would you like me to send you an estimate
for this additional work? This sounds like something that is
beyond the original deliverables. Is that correct?”
Your client needs to be in a position where they can make
decisions to spend more money if they want to. At the same
time, you need to protect yourself from being asked to do
more than what was originally agreed to (which is commonly
known as “scope creep”).

Client Relations Scenario
You currently working on a job that was presented with a
declaration from your client that the job has a very tight
budget. Your client stated that there really wasn’t any room for
overages. And so far, the job has gone according to plan.
However, an opportunity then arises where your client’s
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supervisor states that she wants a second version of the final
deliverable that uses some different scenes, a slightly different
voiceover, and a different set of graphics. When your client
conveys this request to you, it is with an understanding that
it was the client who initially stated that there was no room
for overages. Your client’s request is being made for additional
work with no additional offer to fund it.
You reply to your client that there would be significantly
more labor and an additional cost for an alternative voiceover.
Her response was that there still cannot be any more overages
than what was originally estimated.
You need to make a business decision here. If you state to
your client that you are unwilling to do the additional work,
there is a possibility that you will establish a reputation in your
client’s mind that you are not flexible, which puts you at a
competitive disadvantage for future jobs. At the same time,
you don’t want to establish a reputation as a professional who
can be taken advantage of.
What do you do in this situation?

Response
The situation requires a strategically designed decision based
on what may be more valuable to you down the road in your
client relations–especially since there are ramifications for
sustaining your business. Some of the extra work requires
additional “hard expenses” (money out of your pocket, or a
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reduction in your profit) though some of the costs are just your
extra time.
List the variables you must consider in this decision and
provide an explanation of your approach.
What will you actually say to your client according to the
above scenario? What do you anticipate will be the
consequence of your decision?

CLIENT RELATIONS WHO OWNS THE
PROJECT?

Who’s baby is this?
After all of your time and effort has been expended to create
the final product, what does your client own? And which
elements of the production, if any, is your client not entitled to
receive as part of the deliverables?
The answer to these questions is dependent on two primary
factors: What is in the contract, and what are the conventions
of the industry?
If you are a for-hire professional, the understanding is that
your client owns everything because they paid for you to do
the work. You do not have any copyright interest or an
expectation of a royalty if the work you produced is published
in any way.
In some professions, like in professional film-based
photography, there is (or at least has been) a convention that
the client owns the prints to all the photos, but the
photographer keeps the negative. In the visual media
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profession, the understanding is that the client owns
everything.
Well, almost everything….

What do you own?
At the conclusion of a project, your client is entitled to receive
the final master plus all of the elements that were used as the
ingredients for making it. The production elements would
include:
•
•
•
•
•

recorded media
still images and other source files
graphic animation elements
data discs from media generated through production
physical objects that were used in the production process
that were purchased specifically for its use

What is missing from this list of production elements?
The missing element is the project file that you created in the
process of producing the final master. Project files could be:
• the files you created in Camtasia, Final Cut Pro, Adobe
Premiere, Adobe After Effects, etc.
• the databases that you generated to organize your
material, such as a list for digitizing content or a data file
that represents the editing decisions that you made.
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The understanding behind this distinction is that a client owns
the ingredients in the final product, but they do not own your
“secret recipe” for producing the final product. The project
files reveal how you did what you did and represents your
distinctly creative way of achieving a particular outcome.
Retaining your creative privacy is critically important to your
viability as a creative professional in the industry. Anyone who
understands how a project file was constructed would be able
to deconstruct how you did what you did and either imitate or
reproduce the type of work that you created, which puts you
at risk for losing future business.
If your client has significant experience working in the
media production business, they will have ascertained this
understanding as a convention. If your client has never worked
in a for-hire media production project before, it is possible
that they may assume that they own everything including your
exclusive project file. You may need to articulate this
arrangement in advance (perhaps in the contract) if you sense
that your client is new to this type of work.
Nevertheless, despite the conventional understandings in
the media production industry, there are times when a client
requires ownership of the project files in addition to everything
else.
What do you do?
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Client Relations Scenario
In this scenario, your client has stated from the outset of the
job that they expect to receive all of the production elements,
the final master, and your final project file. They state that they
may want to make alternate versions of the final master on
their own, in their own office with their own staff, so that they
can save significant costs.
From a business standpoint, this makes perfect sense from
the client’s perspective. However, this clearly indicates that
you will no longer be working on this project when future
revision requests occur. You do not want to lose the business
opportunity that is in front of you, but at the same time, by
agreeing to this request, you are going to lose future business
on this particular project.
The project you are being asked to work on offers a decent
profit, but it is not the kind of project you would put in your
portfolio for prospective clients (it isn’t particularly
interesting). And it is unclear exactly how much revision work
would actually occur in the future. Prospects for future work
with this client seem optimistic. You sense that if you comply
with their request that you will continue to be hired for new
work, but also under the same conditions where you must
include your project file with all production deliverables.
How do you handle this situation?
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Response
According to the scenario above, what are the variables you
should be considering as you decide whether to comply with
your client’s request or stand firm in your position that your
project file is yours, exclusively?
What do you say to your client?

CLIENT RELATIONS STIFFED! ABOUT NOT
GETTING PAID

Eat your losses or poison your
reputation?
There are very rare instances where you have made a workable,
formal business arrangement with a client, produced the
deliverables on-time, kept the project within the budget, yet
your client does not pay your fee.
There may be one or more of the following reasons why
they do not pay you:
• Your client’s business is failing and they do not have the
cash flow to pay you because there are other expenses
that are more important.
• There has been a change in personnel and for some
reason a new person in an executive position has decided
that they will not take on some other person’s expenses.
• The person who is in charge of writing checks for
expenses is not available.
• They are a disreputable operation.
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It would appear that your options for recourse are fairly clear.
You can continue to pursue the matter through your client
contact with persistence and professional engagement. Over
time, it is possible that your efforts will pay off and you will
eventually receive your fee.
But what do you do when all of your efforts have been
exhausted and it is clear to you that you will not receive your
fee?
There are (at least) two options to consider. The first option
is to deliver the final master, but withhold delivering the rest
of the production elements until you are paid in full. This may
be the least painful option for your client to endure since they
have the final master in their hands and they do not need the
production elements at the moment (thought they do own
them). You also have a little bit of leverage while your client
figures out a solution. Pursuing this course of action might be
appropriate for a client that you know well enough (and trust)
that they will make good on the transaction.
A more drastic response would be to initiate a lawsuit with
an understanding that the time and effort to pursue a court
case against your client still might not result in your being
paid. If you feel that you must pursue this option, there is an
important factor to consider.
Since the media production industry is a collection of
specialists, there is a tendency for everyone to know everybody
else who operates in a particular market. The implication here
is that if you pursue a legal option, everyone in the marketplace
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will know about it, including other prospective clients who
may be looking for media production services in the future.
You do not want to be stigmatized with a reputation for being
litigious against a client, even if your rationale for it is Justified.
What do you do?

Client Relations Scenario
In this scenario, you have exhausted all of your options and it
appears that you will lose $3,000 from your client’s inability to
pay your fee. You have already decided that you are never going
to do business with this client again, but they are no small
client either. They are a well-known entity who has clearly
done business with other media production companies in the
past, and will likely to hire others in the future.
As you can well imagine, taking the time and effort to
pursue a legal solution would have to be balanced against the
potential award of receiving $3,000 (assuming that you will
win your lawsuit) minus court costs.
Are you better off pursuing a legal solution or simply taking
a permanent loss and moving on?

Response
What is your business decision in this scenario? What are the
factors that inform this decision?
Should you publish a public announcement of your
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situation, such as on your professional website or on social
media so that others can be alerted to the potential risk of
working with this company?
Is taking the risk of publicly calling out your client worth
the collateral effect of notifying all other potential clients that
this is the consequence of doing business with you if a project
goes bad?
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